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Previous inspection: Near but 
short of the indexing device

Approx. 9.4m
(Near but short of the indexing device)

Previous Inspection 
(Feb. 28）*1

Approx. 9.6m
(Near but short of the indexing device)

Current Inspection   
(Jul. 8）*2

LegendEstimated location reached *3Line B

TIP indexing 
device
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Attached 
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*1 A fiber scope was inserted.
*2 A dummy TIP cable was inserted.
*3 The location reached was calculated through estimation using 
the number of rotations of  the feeding unit.



1-2. Conditions of Attached Substances (Photo)

 After the dummy TIP cable was pulled out, attached 
substances were found on the head.

γ-ray: 5.0mSv/h, β- and γ-rays: 200mSv/h

20mm

 Dummy TIP cable head
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2. Results

 Radiation exposure received by workers
Highest dose: 0.97mSV (Planned dose: 3mSV)

 Results
 The dummy TIP cable was inserted and reached approx. 

9.6m from the second isolation valve inlet flange of Line 
B. Insertion of the cable became impossible at the same 
location as in the previous inspection. 

 After the dummy TIP cable was pulled out, attached 
substances were found on the head.
(γ-ray: 5.0mSv/h, β- and γ-rays: 200mSv/h)

 Inspection of Line B was completed. Inspection of Line D 
will be conducted tomorrow.
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Line C

 Inspection of each line is expected to require 1 to 3 days. (3 days 
at the maximum depending on how clogged the guide pipe is.)  

Line D

Line A
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